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Book of Gates™

Book of Gates is a 5-reel video slot with dynamic symbols and three additional rows at

the  top  of  the  reels.  During  the  base  game,  the  pay  window  doesn't  include  the

additional  rows,  they  remain  covered.  With  every  spin  the  player  gets  from 2  to  5

symbols per base reel column. The number of appearing symbols is randomly decided.

Wins are awarded on left to right adjacent symbols, regardless of their size. There are

up to 3125 ways to win in the base game. Only the highest winning combination is paid

per line.

Respin

Above the main gameplay area, there are three rows of hidden symbols. The extra rows

are gradually uncovered during RESPINs. Each win grants a RESPIN. When the player 

wins the first RESPIN, one additional row is shown. Each reel may have reel size from 3

to 6 symbols and there are up to 7776 ways to win. When the second RESPIN is hit, the

second hidden row becomes available, each reel may contain from 4 to 7 symbols, and 

there are up to 16807 ways to win. The third RESPIN awards the player with the last of 

available additional rows and allows for reel size from 5 to 8 symbols per reel. During 

the third RESPIN there are up to 32768 ways to win. RESPIN is offered until there are 

no new win, or there are no rows left to unlock.

Scatter

SCATTER symbols can appear on reels 1, 3 and 5, and in the base game only. It is not 

possible to generate winnings by combining SCATTER symbols.
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Free Spins 

Landing 3 SCATTER symbols triggers 10 FREE GAMES. The FREE GAMES are 

played at triggered bet, with fully uncovered extra rows. During FREE GAMES each reel

may contain from 5 to 8 symbols per reel. There are up to 32768 ways to win.

Wild

WILD symbols can appear on reels 2,3 & 4 and substitute for all other symbols except

for  the  SCATTER  symbol.  Only  one  WILD  can  appear  on  each  reel.  WILD  and

SCATTER symbols cannot appear simultaneously on the same reel.


